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Introduction
This is the second full series of this specification and therefore the second time that
candidates have been entered for this unit. Sample Assessment Materials - in the form of
an examination booklet and mark scheme - have been available since 2007 and there have
been numerous opportunities to attend training events specifically designed to explore the
demands of the unit in relation to published materials and expectations of candidates in the
examination. The Examiners' Report from 2010 is still available on the edexcel website and
forms part of the support material available to centres.
Candidates sit an examination during which they respond to focus questions around the
chosen text for Sections A and B and the live theatre experience for Section C.
The choice of text for Sections A and B remains the same for the life of the specification
- Lysistrata or Doctor Faustus or Woyzeck - and candidates respond to the chosen
text from the viewpoint of a director preparing a production of the play.
Section A is about rehearsal with an extract from the chosen text to focus responses,
Section B is about bringing the text to life for an audience in performance.
For Section C, candidates respond to a live production of a play, originally written and
performed in one of the other stated time periods for this unit. Candidates view the
production as an informed member of the audience and need to recognise the historical
context of the original performance of the play in order to access the higher levels of marks
in the examination.
Historical Context is a key feature of this unit, particularly with reference to responses in
Section B and Section C. Candidates who are not able to demonstrate an understanding of
the historical context of the text explored or of the live production seen will not be able to
access the higher bands of marks.
There is an expectation from examiners that candidates have prepared for the examination.
Annotated copies of the chosen text and Evaluation Notes to support Section C responses
are taken into the examination room and used to support responses offered in the answer
booklet. The demands of the unit are therefore around candidates responding to the
specifics of the questions, designed to help them to focus responses, rather than offering
a generalised overview based too closely on the material that has been pre-prepared. The
published mark scheme indicates where examiners make decisions around responses that
read too much as if they have been lifted straight from notes.
In this second series of the examination, there is clear evidence that a large number of
candidates has been well-prepared for the demands of this unit, particularly when looking
for evidence of connecting to the historical context and concepts in Section B that actually
make both artistic and historical sense. The popularity of texts is very much the same
as it was in 2010, with Lysistrata by far the most popular, followed by Woyzeck and then
Doctor Faustus. There was more evidence this year of candidates offering responses to
Lysistrata being able to offer a considered approach to a production that demonstrates an
understanding of the play's original performance context. There were far fewer examples
of inappropriate concepts reported by examiners. There is much more in the historical
context of Lysistrata than, for example, rivalry between neighbouring schools, WAGS of
rival football teams, or, indeed, the world of Barbie and Ken. Those who recognised that
'Lysistrata' is not just 'Carry on up the Acropolis' and were able to clearly reference the
political context of the play were more able to access the higher bands of marks.
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For all three texts the vast majority of candidates offered updated contexts for productions
and, with a few notable exceptions, these were successfully explored in the responses and
offered opportunities for candidates to make the necessary connections.
In Section A, across all three texts, examiners report a mixed response this year, with
large numbers of candidates not able to respond to the specifics of the extract with
rehearsal strategies that were appropriate. There appeared to be a lack of understanding
of the purpose of rehearsal from some candidates, with the responses lifted straight
from the annotated texts without due reference to the demands of the question. Some
candidates were not able to convince that the chosen techniques were appropriate for
the response. Part c) responses, from a number of candidates became descriptions of
performance intent rather than strategies for exploring non-verbal communication.
In Section B,across all three texts where candidates were not able to access marks above
Level 3, this was primarily due to there being no connection made in the response to the
play's original performance context. Due to this requirement not being met, even though
there were a lot of highly imaginative responses that were challenging theatrically and
responding to the demand of the question they were unable to access the higher levels of
marks.
The pairing of questions in Section B followed a similar pattern to the pairing in 2010 and
in the Sample Assessment Materials published in 2007. One question asks for candidates to
develop ideas around a specific aspect of the performance, the other question has more of
an overview and enables candidates to choose the focus of the response. In this series, the
overview question was by far the more popular choice across all three texts.
Responses in Section C were mixed, with candidates not accessing the higher level of
marks due to reporting the experience, rather than evaluating it or not offering responses
to the question but simply presenting information from their notes. Where responses
were balanced, however, offering clear opinions as an informed member of the audience,
candidates were able to access level 4 or Level 5 in the mark scheme and demonstrated an
enthusiastic response to live theatre in relation to the demands of this unit. In a significant
number of cases, candidates were accessing the higher levels of marks in Section C but
were struggling in Level 2 or Level 3 of Section B. The main reason for this was that there
appears to be no connection made between the demand of responses in Section C and the
demand of responses in Section B to reference the original performance context. For up
to 30 marks in both these sections, original performance context must be explicit in the
response.
In Section C the pairing of questions followed the pattern established in 2010 and in the
Sample Assessment Materials published in 2007. One question started with a statement and
invited candidates to respond to it, the other question focused on a particular aspect of the
live production. The statement question was by far the more popular choice in this series of
the examination.
Section C questions, by necessity, have to cover the three possible time periods for this
unit and therefore need to be generic enough to enable candidates to respond, but specific
enough to allow for a structured response from the candidates. The productions seen this
year ranged from various productions of 'Romeo and Juliet', 'Hamlet' and 'King Lear' to
'Macbeth', 'Twelfth Night' and 'A Comedy of Errors', amongst other. Berkoff's 'Oedipus' was
evident, as was 'The Bacchae' and 'Lysistrata' (when not used in Sections A and B) and, for
the nineteenth century up to 1914, candidates reference productions of, amongst others,
'Pygmalion', 'The Master Builder', 'A Flea in Her Ear', and 'Ghosts'. Because of the choice of
text for Sections A and B, the vast majority of responses to live theatre were to productions
of Shakespeare.
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The vast majority of candidates completed responses in the time allowed and completed
responses within the answer booklet without needing additional sheets.Those who did
require additional sheets, however, did not always access the higher bands of marks as
responses tended to be less focused than those who attempted the answers within the given
space. The pages in the booklet have been compiled with an expectation of the maximum
amount a candidate can be expected to write in a two and a half hour examination. Taking
size of hand writing into account, there is no expectation for candidates to write beyond the
given space in the booklet in order to be able to access the marks.
Examiners reported in this series a number of candidates whose responses to Section B and
Section C questions were so short that it was not possible for them to be able to access the
higher levels of marks. Candidates preparing for this examination need to be aware of what
is expected of them and they need to plan responses accordingly.
There was evidence of candidates having a clear understanding of the chosen text and of
the play seen in performance for Section C. The extracts from work that follow in this report
represent a broad view of responses and they are included to demonstrate particular types
of responses. They are included to help to demonstrate particular features of the 2011
series of this examination and should be read in the context of the commentary that is
included with each extract.
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Question 1 (a)
The question looks at exploring the use of levels in the extract, which includes the stage
direction: MYRRHINE appears on the ramparts... .The intention of the question was to focus
on the stage space but, in a significant number of cases candidates wrote about exploring
status and these responses were taken into account in the awarding of marks for this
question. The response that follows is typical for this question.
This response earned 4 marks. Other candidates earned 4 marks in other ways but,
basically, the format could be - this is what I am going to do and why; another way I might
do it is this, and why.
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Examiner Comments

Two ways of exploring levels. Both are valid and both would
lead to a development within a rehearsal of the extract.

Examiner Tip

The candidate here gets straight to the point. There is no
requirement for up to 4 marks to contextualise the extract,
nor to anticipate the eventual outcome of the activities.
There is a little bit of context here but this should certainly
not over balance the focus of the question.
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Question 1 (b)
This question is about exploring the relationship between the two characters at this
particular moment in the play. The three techniques offered in response should be
appropriate and demonstrate an understanding of how rehearsal can be used to develop
particular relationships at specific moments in a text.
The focus here is on the relationship between Cinesias and Myrrhine and to demonstrate an
understanding of how 3 appropriate rehearsal techniques might be used to help the actors
to explore the possibilities. This response earned 6 marks.
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Examiner Comments

The 3 techniques are appropriate and varied
and are supported by clear reasons as to why
the candidate as director might use them.
They are all connected into the demands of the
extract and it is easy to see them working in a
rehearsal of this extract.

Examiner Tip

It is useful to the examiner to see the activities
rooted into the extract - a quote from the extract,
for example, would help indicate this. Candidates will
often choose different types of rehearsal techniques
in order to demonstrate a range of possibilities.
The key word in the question is 'appropriate', which
implies that they need to be more than just presented
from the notes to access the higher marks here.
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Question 1 (c)
This question, with the focus still on rehearsal as we are still in Section A, is about exploring
non-verbal communication in the extract. The question does not specify the number of
techniques or methods that must be used in order to access the 10 marks, but there is
clearly an expectation that there will be more detail than required for up to 6 marks in part
b). Some candidates offered a range of ideas for this question, not all of them appropriate
and not all of them demonstrating an understanding of 'non-verbal communication'. Some
candidates - like the one in the example that follows - focused more on performance than
rehearsal and were therefore unable to access more than level 1 in the mark scheme.
This response is a good example of how a candidate was not able to answer the question.
For up to 10 marks it is also very brief and seems to be struggling to connect with the
framework of the question.
This is a Level 1 response.
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

The opening of the response has
promise with both the word 'director' and
'explore' featured but the response then
fails to engage with the idea of 'nonverbal' communication and struggles to
engage with specifics from the extract.
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For up to 10 marks, it is worth spending some
time leading up to the examination on structuring
responses that offer, for example, 4 rehearsal
techniques/methods/strategies that are varied in
approach and outcome. If preparation for this unit
is started soon enough, it is possible to look at
the demands of this question and make clear and
valid connections between the proposed techniques
that give a recognisable structure to the response,
rather than offer unconnected ideas.

Question 2 (a)
This question looks at exploring the entrance of the Seven Deadly Sins. The question asks
for two ways of exploring the entrance and the response is looking for strategies that might
be adopted during a rehearsal of this extract supported by specific references to this specific
moment.
This response earned 3 marks and is typical of the kind of responses candidates offered for
this mark, with the first example not as explicitly supported by reasons as the second.
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Examiner Comments

It is easy to visualise the two ways of exploring
the entrance of the Seven Deadly Sins taking
place as described here. There is a hint of a
shifting hierachy in the Sins and the second
example indicates Faustus in relation to the Sins.

Examiner Tip

When preparing for this question, it is useful to
practically explore the kind of situation that it is
likely this question will focus on, giving candidates
a chance to explore for themselves and then to
write responses based on the pracitcal activity.
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Question 2 (b)
This question asks the candidate to consider the relationship between Faustus and
the Seven Deadly Sins as presented in this extract. The key word in the question is
appropriate and there is an expectation that the three techniques chosen should be
balanced in the response. In order to access the higher levels of marks candidates should
offer support from specific examples from within the extract.
This is a typical 4 mark response that starts off really well and clearly demonstrates a
confident approach to rehearsal but then fades away as it reaches the bottom of the first
side, with the final activity almost thrown away.
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Examiner Comments

The 3 rehearsal techniques offered here are valid,
they are just not sufficiently developed in order
to fully engage with the demands of the question.

Examiner Tip

When preparing for this type of question, it might
be helpful to candidates to explore a range of
different types of techniques that have a specific
focus - on status for example - so that there can
be a shift of focus in the response. The reason for
using a particular technique is often the area where
candidates will not pick up marks.
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Question 2 (c)
This question covers the whole extract and the focus is on non-verbal communication and
exploring it with specific examples to connect the ideas with an understanding of how
the given extract may be developed using particular techniques and why they might be
relevant.
This response was placed at the top of Level 2, yet it is clear to see how it might easily
have been able to access Level 3. There is merit in what the candidate writes and there is a
confidence here that needs to be developed.
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Examiner Comments

The number of techniques is not specified in the question
and there is a fine balance here between a candidate
offering a list of ideas or trying to connect, for example, four
techniques with the extract and the demands of the question.

Examiner Tip

As this question is worth up to 10 marks in the
examination, it might be worth spending a bit of time in
preparing for it, not just in the methods that might be
explored during the response, but in developing a structure
so there is a sense of a progression during a rehearsal,
rather than just a few ideas for rehearsal dropped into an
answer in the hope of accessing the marks.
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Question 3 (a)
This asks the candidate to consider the use of stage space in scene twelve and how this
might be explored during the rehearsal. The question specifies scene twelve, although there
are other scenes included in the extract. The focus of the response must therefore be on the
stated scene, not on the whole extract.
This response earned 3 marks. It is a typical response to this question in that it starts off
very confidently and then runs out of space towards the end, with the second idea rushed
and crammed in the space. It is easy to see why it is 3 and not 4 marks but what would the
candidate have to do to make it 4?
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Examiner Comments

There is confidence in the opening of this response,
setting up the answer before giving the two ways
of exploring the space. The second example is a
little crammed and rushed and under developed
but there is merit in the response as a whole.

Examiner Tip

It is a useful activity to set a number of these types
of questions and give candidates a set time in which
to answer them, one after the other and see where
the strengths and weaknesses are in the responses in
order to develop them for the examination.
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Question 3 (b)
This question is about exploring the relationship between Woyzeck and Andres in the
extract, using three appropriate rehearsal techniques. The key word in the question is
appropriate but there is also the instruction 'in this extract'. The two characters appear in
scene 11 and scene 14, not just scene 11.
This question is asking for three appropriate techniques to explore the relationship as
defined in the question. There needs to be a sense of connecting to the extract, the
relationship and the purpose of the techniques in order to access the higher levels of marks.
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Examiner Comments

This response earned 3 marks. The rehearsal techniques
are appropriate but they are not sufficiently explored
in relation to the demands of the question to access
more than half marks. It reads like the techniques
are lifted straight from notes and the purpose, at this
particularly moment in the play is not entirely clear, nor
is there sufficient indication of an understanding of the
relationship between Woyzeck and Andres.

Examiner Tip

For up to 6 marks, there needs to be a sense of: this is
what I would do, this is why I would do it and this is an
example from the extract of how I think the technique
will support my actors in exploring this relationship.
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Question 3 (c)
The demands of this question cover the whole of the extract and the focus is on non-verbal
communication. In order to be able to access the question, candidates need to be able to
decide what is meant by non-verbal communication and how this might be explored during
rehearsal with the performers. There are 3 sides available in the booklet for up to 10 marks.
This response is typical. It scored at the top of level 2, yet the ideas it is proposing are
strong enough to take it into level 3 with a little more structure and thought.
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Examiner Comments

The response starts well and there is a confidence
in the initial statements, it then becomes more
rushed and loses focus on the demands of the
question and the need to convince the examiner
that the chosen strategies will work for exploring
non-verbal communication.

Examiner Tip

Animalisation techniques have featured heavily this
year but they have not always convinced as there is
a sense that candidates have not practically explored
the ideas and seen for themselves what it would
actually mean in rehearsal to pair a 'meerkat' and
a 'snail', for example. In this examination there is
no substitute for candidates being able to reflect on
practical activities to support their responses.
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Question 4
This question, along with 6 and 8, was the more popular of the choice of two for Section
B responses in this series of the examination. The question gives scope for candidates to
select the focus of their response as long as it is meeting the demands of the question and
gives them an opportunity to reference the original performance context of the play.
There is a danger here, of course, and that is of the candidate throwing everything at the
question without consideration of a structure to the response.
The indication of the approach is in the word justify and candidates who were able to
recognise this were also able to present well-structured, well-considered responses that
often accessed Level 4 or Level 5. A significant number of candidates, however, went into
the prepared answer and did not reference the demands of the question at all. These
responses also invariably lacked any consideration of the play's original performance
context. A clue to examiners was often the candidate who started the response with 'my
play...' rather than 'my performance...'.
This is a Level 4 response. It makes clear connections between the 21st century production
and the play's original performance context - not always entirely accurately - and offers
supported examples to justify decisions made.
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Examiner Comments

There are valid ideas here, certainly the
response is confident and generally wellstructured, enabling it to be placed very firmly
in level 4. The reference to The Stepford Wives
is not clear nor developed sufficiently within the
material presented.
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Examiner Tip

Candidates will often want to update the context
in order to engage a 21st century audience. Whilst
this should be explored positively, it also needs to
be considered alongside the playwright's original
intentions and how much exposition is possible in
a response written in less than 60 minutes.

Question 5
This question, along with 7 and 9, was the less popular of the choice in Section B in this
series. The demands of the question are very specific and this could be the reason why
candidates chose not to tackle it. Those who did attempt it seemed to fall into two camps those who used the chosen design element as a springboard for demonstrating how it was
key to the overall concept, and those who simply described what the costume or the set
would look like. Clearly, at this level of study, the question is not just about colour, texture,
shape; it is about impacting on audience through the use of specific design considerations to
support the performers and to aid impact on audience.
This response is typical of those candidates who chose the question, chose the design
element - in this case costume - and then proceeded to describe what it would look like with
little reference to the performance as a whole or to the original performance context.
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Examiner Comments

There are some references to the original
performance context - use of masks and
phallus for example - but not sufficient to take this
response out of Level 3. It becomes descriptive
and there is a sense of it being sourced from the
annotated text, rather than structured to respond
to the demands of the question.

Examiner Tip

Drawings, diagrams or sketches can be very useful but
carry no marks in themselves. An annotated set, for
example - as illustrated in the Q7 response - can be
really useful for the examiner if it is then referenced in
the body of the response. The sketches here are fine,
but do not really help to develop understanding.
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Question 6
This question, along with 4 and 8, was the more popular choice in Section B. Whilst
candidates responding to Doctor Faustus were very much in a minority, they tended
to be able to offer some considered and well-structured responses, demonstrating an
understanding of Marlowe's original intentions as far as we understand them.
This is a Level 4 response - just. It is easy to see why it would be placed in this area due
to the confident tone and the structured approach to the supported examples from the
proposed production. It is less obvious to see the connections with the play's original
performance context and there is not sufficient here to take it very far in Level 4.
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Examiner Comments

This is a confident, well-structured
response that justifies the intentions for the
performance with some clear examples in
place. It lacks clear and specific references to
the play's original performance context - yet
these are not difficult to find.

Examiner Tip

Take this response and use it with candidates
by asking them to insert at regular intervals
references to the play's original performance
context that support the overall tone of the
response. It will be surprising how close this
response actually is to the Level 5 criteria.
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This is a typical response from a candidate who has a clear idea for a concept and is able to
articulate this well under examination conditions but who makes no reference to the play's
original performance context. The response cannot therefore score higher than Level 3.
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Examiner Comments

This is a confident, well-written and wellimagined response that clearly understands
the intentions of the performance and
offers ideas in support that connect to the
framework of the question. But there is
nothing on the original performance context.
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Examiner Tip

Take this response and use it with candidates
to see how far away it is from a level 4 or
level 5 response by finding opportunities in
the structure for inserting references to the
play's original performance context.

Question 7
This question, along with 5 and 9, was the less popular choice in Section B. Where
candidates chose to respond to it, the responses seemed to divide between those who took
the opportunity to simply describe what the set or costumes would look like and those
who used the chosen design element as a springboard to engage the examiner with other
elements of the production.
This response has set as its focus and it is well-structured in response to the demands of
the question. The candidate has clearly understood how set may be used as an integral part
of the overall concept, and this is demonstrated throughout the response. This response was
placed at the top of Level 4 and could easily have tipped into Level 5.
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Examiner Comments

The diagram is used very effectively in this
response, with the annotation used to support
the thinking. There are connections made
throughout the response to the play's original
performance context.

Examiner Tip

A well-placed annotated sketch or drawing can be
really helpful for candidates to guide the examiner
into the thinking behind the concept. Whilst there
are no marks specifically for anything other than
the writing, this candidate demonstrates well how
useful a sketch can be to support the response.
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Question 8
This question, along with number 4 and number 6, was the more popular choice for this
section. It gives opportunities for candidates to develop their response with a focus that
reflects their preparation and may include a number of aspects of their production. The
word justify is key in the question and candidates entering the higher levels of marks were
able not just to indicate what would be communicated to the audience but why it would be
communicated in the ways outlined.
This response is included as an example of a candidate who has presented some valid and
well-considered ideas for a production of the play and offers reasons in support - but does
not reference the play's historical context at all. The response cannot access marks above
Level 3 in the mark scheme.
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Examiner Comments

There are some interesting ideas here and
the audience is considered. It is about
the right length, but lacks any specific
connection to the play's original performance
context. It also wanders across the chosen
elements and would benefit from a structure.

Examiner Tip

Preparation for this question is not just about
knowing the text and how to bring it to life for
company and audience, it is also about being
able to structure a response in the examination
that has a logical progression, rather than just
reads like a series of notes being presented.
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This response makes some interesting connections and demonstrates sufficient
understanding of the play's original performance context to enable it to access the higher
marks in Level 4. The candidate writes about the interpretation, not my play, and offers
clear examples in support, based on an understanding of the original.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate chooses examples from the
production and does not try to cover everything
- there is not time in under 60 minutes to write
about every aspect of the production, but there
is time to be selective in order to demonstrate
understanding and illustrate intent.
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Examiner Tip

Structure here enables the examiner to see the
ideas develop. Whilst it is not perfect, there
are paragraphs in place, each one developing
an aspect of the proposed production. It is
worth spending time, under exam conditions,
developing responses to a range of questions,
looking at using paragraphs to help the structure.

Question 9
This response, along with questions 5 and 7, was the less popular choice in Section B
in this series of examinations. The focus on either costume or set enables candidates to
demonstrate a full understanding of their proposed production in relation to its original
performance context. Candidates who simply described what their set or costumes would
look like were not able to earn marks above level 2 or level 3. Those who earned marks
in the higher levels were able to use the chosen design element as a springboard to
demonstrate how the production would work for the audience, supporting comments with
specific examples from the proposed production.
There are challenges for the examiner in this response. There are some connections made
to Buchner and his likely intentions in writing the play and some general references to
theatre and naturalism. The sketches are useful at the end of the response but do not
connect to proscenium arch theatre in the way that they could have done - and therefore
make the connection to the original performance context more explicit. This response was
placed in Level 4, just.
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Examiner Comments

There is a clear structure to the response, with set as the focus
but used in order to demonstrate some wider performance
considerations. There are passing references to the original
performance context of this play - which has a broader brief than
the other two texts - and it would have been a Level 5 answer
with more explicit connections made. The Proscenium Arch, for
example, provides an appropriate framework for the response,
as evidenced in the sketches, that is not sufficiently explored
in the response in relation to the OPC. The candidate seems to
skirt around the connections that could be made through staging
considerations, rather than highlighting them in the response.

Examiner Tip

Use of diagrams can be very helpful to guide the
examiner into the candidate's thinking. In this instance
they feel like an afterthought and would have been
more helpful if they had been integrated into the body
of the response.
This response has Level 5 potential, but Level 4
content. It needs much more specific reference to the
play's original performance context.
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Question 10
The statement should focus the response in this question. It is not enough to read it,
mention it in the opening paragraph and then present the 'prepared' answer. Successful
candidates really got to grips with the statement and weighed it up in relation to the live
performance and the original performance context. They were able to offer a considered
and balanced response, moving across the live experience, the historical context and the
statement.
This is a level 4 response and demonstrates an understanding of elements of the live
production that are used effectively to connect to the statement and the play's historical
context.
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

There is a structure here and the
paragraphing helps to steer the examiner through
the response. The candidate gets on with it,
straight into the response with the first example
in place - set - in the third line of the response.
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Paragraphing is helpful to the examiner. It breaks up
the response, particularly when it is marked on the
screen, and it enables the candidate to demonstrate
a shift in focus. When preparing for the examination
and structuring the longer responses, looking at
ways of varying paragraph starters is a useful
technique so candidates can avoid all of the
paragraphs starting with the same phrase.

This is a Level 5 response. The candidate is clearly in control of the material and the
statement is at the heart of the response. It is well-structured and confident and
observations are supported by clear examples from the live performance. It is also very
much a personal response to the production.
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Examiner Comments

It is interesting to note that this candidate
embraces the statement and is able to
manipulate the material to include images
created by the actors in the production to
support the discussion.

Examiner Tip

This is a well-structured response and it is worth
looking at the way the answer develops from a
strong opening paragraph to the conclusion.
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This is a very strong Level 5 response. It has all of the elements in place and is a confident
answer that takes the examiner through the production seen with clear reference to the
original performance context and the statement.
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Examiner Comments

The response is well-structured and the
information is presented to demonstrate an
engagement with the statement and the historical
context. It reaches a conclusion in a logical way.

Examiner Tip

Structuring responses that have a logical
progression is really helpful to candidates who are
under pressure in the examination to juggle their
thoughts in relation to the demands of the question.
Writing Frames may help candidates to do this.
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Question 11
This question asks candidates to focus in on one design element from the live production
and to use it to focus the response in relation to their understanding of the play's
historical context. It was not as popular as Q.10, but it produced responses that indicated
engagement with the live performance and a range of understandings of the historical
contexts.
This is a Level 4 response, well-structured and balanced, using the set as the focal point but
also incorporating other elements from the production in order to demonstrate how the set
was utilised. There is a 'distance' from the experience in the writing which takes away some
of the engagement with the experience but this is clearly the chosen style.
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Examiner Comments

The response is well-structured, with the opening
paragraph setting out the candidate's approach.
The use of sketches is helpful and they are utilised
in the writing in order to support observations
made. There is a confidence in the response overall.

Examiner Tip

This is a Level 4 response and it might be worth
looking at it with candidates to see what needs
to be included in order to access Level 5.
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Paper Summary
Looking ahead to 2012, there are clearly steps that centres could take in order to prepare
candidates for the demands of this unit. Some of these have been outlined in the body
of this report in relation to responses to specific questions. It might be worth reading
comments on all of the questions, even if Lysistrata is the chosen text in order to gain more
of an overview. All the examples in the report have been chosen to demonstrate particular
types of responses from candidates and therefore offer a view of the bigger picture which
may be useful to individual centres, no matter what the chosen text for 2012.
The over-riding evidence is that careful, planned and structured preparation for this unit is
essential. It is not sufficient to know the text, it needs to be explored, practically, in order
for candidates to be able to access the higher levels of marks in the examination.
Where candidates have been able to access Level 4 and Level 5 in Section B and Section
C, there is clear evidence of confident and well-considered responses to the questions,
with structure in place to enable a development of the response over a number of points.
Candidates need to be aware of the phrase 'coherent and knowledgeable' which appears in
the Level 5 descriptors for Section B and Section C responses. Not only is this unit looking
for candidates to have been well-prepared for the questions, but it is also looking for them
to be able to structure responses that make grammatical sense.
Preparation for this unit needs to be steady and measured over a period of time that will
allow not just for practical exploration, but also structuring of written responses across all
questions.
The evidence from 2011, overall, is that candidates have been better prepared for this unit
than they were in 2010. Centres are guiding candidates much more effectively towards
the demands of the questions and helping them to connect the practical with the written
demands of unit 4.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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